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**Current Observations**

1. Large CHP very Limited – St. Paul, MN Thermal Energy  
   65 MW
2. Ideal Scale:  20 MW and smaller, 5 MW modules, community based:  
   Feedstock Management – different types of fuels  
   Smaller storage & footprint <5 Acres  
   Centralized Processing & Storage (VA – Winter 1000 T)  
   Easier Zoning  
   Key CHP – more easier to find customers near populated areas. PJM – $0.02/Kw-Hr for grid penalty – generate near users.  
   <100,000 Tons/year CO2 – under regulatory Req’ts  

**SMALL SCALE Biomass CHP!!**
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Summary of Single Valve Turbine Pro’s

- Low cost, reliable solution for CHP vs. MV
- Immediate start up, warm up period req’d for MV: supports peaking operation.
- Supports seasonal operation, maintenance with clutch option; no cooling steam/idling steam.
- Leadtime: SV 34-50 vs. MV at 62-70 weeks
- Backpressure up 375 psig
- Condensing Operation – 48”Class 125 LBFF Exhaust, typically up or down orientation.
- No Control Oil required, simplifies LO system
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**CYR, 500 KW Synchronous**
Southern Methodist University, Texas

**DYR, 2100 KW Synchronous**
London Health Sciences Center, Ontario
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DYR8, 5500 KW Synchronous, 42” Exh.
Enwave Energy Corporation, Ontario
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